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During Semester 1 

What How 

Choose a 
Research Advisor  

 
Begin thinking 
about potential 

research projects 

• Ask yourself these questions: 

What type of research appeals to me? – lab-work, field-work, observations, numerical modeling, GIS 

What Earth Science topics interest me? - hydrology, meteorology, sedimentology, mineralogy, structure, 

paleontology, soil science, surface processes, climate change, air quality, ecology 

• Then roam the halls looking at posters, peruse our web-site www.geoearth.uncc.edu and find faculty doing things 

that you find appealing and interesting.   

• Make appointments with a number of different faculty members to get a sense of what types of projects they 

currently have available for students. 

• Ask the faculty member of your choice to be your advisor.  

During Semester 2 

What How 

Choose   
Research Topic(s) 
and Committee(s) 

• You and your advisor will determine a research topic or topics for the research portion of your degree.  You will 

also determine what form this research will take (i.e., one large project, a thesis, two projects, etc.)  

• Based on the type and subject of research that you will be doing, you and your advisor will come up with a list of 

potential committee members (see program description for guidelines).  You will then approach each person on 

the list and ask them to be on your committee.  If you are doing two projects, both projects should be chosen with 

their respective committees at this time. 

Formulate a Plan 
of Study 

 Together with your advisor, you will formulate a list of all coursework that will be completed during your degree. 

Coursework should compliment the research component of your degree.  The plan of study should be approved by 

your committee (after your proposal presentation – see below) and by the Graduate Coordinator. 

Before Semester 3 

What How 
Written 

Comprehensive 
Exam 

 At the end of Semester 2, remind your advisor that he/she needs to send out a call for questions. The exam is 

administered by the advisor.   Written exams must be completed before Semester 3 begins. 

Prepare a Written 
Proposal of your 

Research and 
Present to your 

Research 
Committee 

 With the help of your advisor, you will prepare a formal written proposal for the research that you are going to do 

for your MS.  (For projects, two shorter proposals must be prepared).  Proposals should include a discipline or 

regional justification of the research (why it is important) based on a thorough, a clear problem or hypothesis that 

will be addressed, a detailed methodology outlining specifically what data will be collected, and a proposed 

timeline for the work.  You and your advisor will decide how this proposal will be presented to your committee. 

The committee will provide feedback for the proposed research and your Plan of Study. 

During Summer 1  and Semesters 3 & 4 

What How 

Data Collection 
 After your proposal is defended, you begin work on your research project. Summer is the best time to accomplish 

the research methodology laid out in your proposal.  Take advantage of this time to get in the lab, out in the field, 

or on the computer and do your research! 

Before you can Graduate 

What How 

Research Write-up 
and Defense 

 All students must prepare a defendable manuscript describing the research that they execute.  Students doing two 

projects must complete two manuscripts. The exact style of the manuscript (i.e., thesis, publishable journal 

article, etc.) is agreed upon between the student and his advisor; however, the content of the manuscript must be 

of a caliber that is defendable to the entire department.  This manuscript is made available to the department for 

review and is then defended to both the committee and the department at a formal, public presentation of the 

research results. For students doing two projects, only one manuscript must be defended. 

Admission to 
Candidacy 

 An application for admission to candidacy should be filed no later than four weeks prior to the beginning of the 

semester in which the student expects to complete all requirements for the degree.  Completed forms should be 

forwarded to the Graduate School. 

 

http://www.geoearth.uncc.edu/

